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Kunstleben, Shakespeare, Crane and Woman Form  

Gallery 66 NY announces the August exhibits and our new Sister Gallery relationship with 
Kunstleben Berlin Gallery. To celebrate we will be hosting artwork from seven of our new represented 
artists from Germany in the entire front Gallery. In Gallery B we will be exhibiting a wonderful collection of 
images from Shakespeare’s ‘Our Town” cast and in Gallery C we will feature the work of photographer 
Ellen Crane, dancers in movement. In the Garden a solo exhibit of Jo-Ann Brody’s Works in Cement and 
Clay from her series, “Woman Form- introspective”, narrative stories told through the gesture and form of 
the female figure.  
 
The Opening Reception is Cold Springs traditional First Friday- August 5

th
 from 6-9 pm. And the exhibit 

runs thru Sunday August  28
th
. 

 

A Show of German Artists- 
Kunstleben is German for Live Art. It is the concept of the show and the name of the Gallery in Berlin 
whose German artists will be featured in Gallery 66 for the month of August in Gallery A. The artwork in 
Kunstleben-Live Art is diverse and there is certainly something for every taste in the exhibit from pure 
abstract to figurative. Seven Artists works will be featured.  

Romy Campe and MASCH are the creators and directors behind KUNSTLEBEN BERLIN- ART LIFE 
BERLIN. 

MASCH 
Simply known as MASCH, his new works give one the sense of fleeting memory, a familiarity wrapped in 
layers of well-loved and worn jeans. MASCH is also involved in teaching and in the film industry with 
Babelsberg film studios in the Art Department as a set Painter in Hollywood productions. As a highlight, 
he won with his team an Academy Award for artistic work on the film "The Grand Budapest Hotel".    
Since 2008, MASCH has created performance art with the artist Romy Campe in their company ART 
LIFE BERLIN with projects such as the Living Art Pictures show and the artful Salon Dinner. 
 
Romy Campe  
is the other half of Kunstleben and an extraordinary painter in her own right who uses emotion and pure 
physical energy emanating from her subjects in her portraitures. You forget about the individual. Her 
figures and the model posing transform into a more universal self than an individual self. The actual 
power of man lies not in his muscles, but in the head. On display at Gallery 66 are pieces from her series 
“Head Energy”. The concept is based on positive energy moving forward with speed, power and 
dynamics. The work is indeed dynamic with rapid brush strokes but the end result is gorgeously rendered.  
 
HEGO  
A pseudonym - derived from the first two letters of his first and last name (Heinz Goevert). A longtime 
drummer in the rock- and rhythm 'n blues scene in Dortmund, Germany, he recently published a book 
about those years. Today he is a self-taught artist who attacks his surface in much the same way he 
played drums. HEGO’s works express primordial feelings controlled by reason. His materials vocabulary 
is just as eclectic, often incorporating sand, marble dust, twine, denim and copper into his paintings. He’s 
been publicly juried into the top 10 twelve times in the “Saatchi Showdown” London Gallery, which 
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receives over 40 million hits per day. HEGO has works in private collections all over the world. 
 
Manfred Holtkamp 
is a multi-disciplinary artist. His preferred material and process is wood sculpture which is what we are 
exhibiting at Gallery 66. Manni’s love for this material is clearly evident in the way he works the natural 
grain of various types of wood (oak, lime, olive,) and adds as a counterpoint his own unique aesthetic 
grain in the form of lines, colors and textures. Holtkamp first cuts curved shapes and contours of the 
objects. Then he works his structures using acrylic paint, rust, metal fragments, ash, acid, MDF and 
casein, ‘into’ the wood. Holtkamp's works have garnered much attention recently as an upandcomer in 
professional circles.  
 
Raimund Lampert 
“digital compositions” explore the borders between painting and photography. Only a few of the works are 
"processed photos" in which the original content of the photo is still visible. Most of the works emerge 
from snippets of photos that are then composed and formed into a new picture. The photo snippets are 
uncoupled from their original context, and reformed into a new work of art, and are comparable to a single 
brushstroke in a painting. Continuing this process, Lambert will use photo snippets of his paintings, 
creating new layers in his paintings. The borders between painting and photography become further 
blurred.  
 
Bernhard Winkler 
uses long time exposure and camera movement to achieve his desired effects. What his images reflect is 
something the naked eye cannot discern but rather something felt by the artist. Winkler’s perception is 
more dynamic than a static photograph. He isn’t interested in depicting reality. Its more an ethereal 
otherworld he creates open for interpretation. The final image creates an illusion of reality rife with 
emotional aspects in the composition. There is something behind the visible, a space like an aura, which 
becomes visible to the imagination.  
 
Susanne Zagorni 
works with a combination of the abstract and representational imagery in her paintings. This can at times 
pose a significant challenge to the artist. Keeping a balance between the styles, the message and the 
medium means a constant conversation in the artists mind during the creative process. Her work is about 
the reflection of life and the overriding feeling, the essence of the things that happen to her in her own life. 
Regardless of all the self-referential imagery, Zagorni’s work invites dialogue with the viewer.   

In Gallery B 
In Love With Shakespeare  
If you are a lover of all things Shakespeare then you definitely won’t want to miss the photographs on 
display from the collections of their ‘Our Town’ cast and production.  

In Gallery C 
Works by Ellen Crane featured artist in Westchester Arts Guide (WAG) Magazine 
A former professional dancer, Ellen is passionate about photographing choreography and movement. Her 
lifelong interest in movement and background in dance inspired her to discover various methods for 
expressing kinetic energy in still photographs.  The images in this collection are the result of spontaneity 
and chance.  Crane has been published in Dance Magazine and New York Magazine. 

In The Garden 
Woman Form- Works in Cement and Clay  
Jo-Ann Brody  
combines figures into gestural illustrations of relationships. Her newer pieces depart from the linear 
becoming more volumetric. She also plays with the concept of inner and outer space and uses clay 
figures within the cement ones. The work shown here spans a decade of process, which only recently 
brought clay and cement together into one piece. Brody invokes mother earth and primordial references 
through her materials used, her imagery and her color pallet. Brody graduated from Reed College and the 
Portland (OR) Museum Art School in sculpture. 

Exhibits will be on view from August 5th through August 28th, with an opening reception Friday, August 5, 
6-9 pm. The gallery’s regular hours are Friday through Sunday, 12 PM to 6 PM.   Gallery 66 NY is located 
at 66 Main St., Cold Spring, NY.  For more information call 845-809-5838, or visit us at 
www.gallery66ny.com.   Event is free. 
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